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Available in IDM
Other Authoring
Unmaintained UDA
Maintained UDA

Assortment Planner

Governance

Merchant Planner

Maintain PAMT data often – they 
use PAMT data to review 
assortment and make sure a 
right balance of products by 
price band and line structure are 
available across stores. 

Reduce amount of UDAs by: 
Review PAMT data during AP’s initial 
data clean up 
Review UDA requests by routine 

Owners of the data, use PAMT 
to analyze their selection of 
products by category. They 
consume PAMT data through 
MyDrill, mPULSE, nuro 

PAMT

Attribute Creation

Weekly 
Or ad hoc

Before PLR kick-off

1month to 6 weeks 
before kick off for 
review

Clean Up Existing Data

Clean Up Existing Data

Export PAMT Data

Determine what need to be updatedMeet MP to determine 
important attributes

Replace UDAs with IDM attributes

Ask for SKU/ Value example

Map and export GTIN-GLN combo

 from PAMT, combine and concatenated GTIN-
GLN in query, 

find OMSID, find attributes in IDM


Put status in pending

Provide reason and existing data in IDM

When the data is not in IDM/ Data needs time to 
clean up/Data is organized differently/Inaccurate/
Subjective/different type

Clean up attributes

Especially for category 
specific attributes

Put in value for Line Structure, 
SIG, Price Band

Usually because of new item 
or new innovation

Add attributes

Suggest on IDM attributes
Clean up IDM attributes

Export PAMT Data

Export PAMT Data

Business Analysis

Business Analysis

Validate updated attributes with MP

MP are SME for attributes 

Review mapped data vs IDM data Make Suggestions

Request PAMT Data 
from AP

Check for outstanding request Ask for additional information

Request new UDAs Line Structure, SIG, Price Band 

Update Data in PAMT

Update Data in PAMT

View PAMT Data in myDrill

View Sales Data in myDrill

UDA Request/Review 

PAM
T Attributes
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Approve

Reject
Review PAMT Data

Review UDA Request

Attribute Maintainence

PAMT has a limit of 50 when 
searching for SKUs. We 
would have to search for 
multiple times to get all the 
SKUs we need.

“My job is to understand how 
customers shop, curated 
assortment based on that, if I 
know what attributes matter, I 
can leverage those data and see 
if I’m making right choices”

PAMT is not the most 
accurate source for R24

“No notifications for new 
request, so I set up a 
calendar event once a week”

An approved UDA will only show up 
when the data has been loaded for a 
category in the UI.

IDM DATA is in collection 
node level, PAMT DATA is in 
category level,  
Have to search across 
different collection node; 
Attributes are different on 
different collection node

Data verification/clean up 
needs several weeks. If AP is 
in a hurry, we will have to let 
them use UDAs.

Not familiar with IDM and 
PAMT DATA, seeing some 
missing data, inaccurate data 
and outdated data

No clear boundaries of 
responsibilities.

I had to import fraction form 
as requested by merchant 
(1/4th), it turned to decimal 
form after I export it

In PAMT we cannot export 
data on a class level

There are some UDAs set up 
long time ago

Certain Option doesn’t exist 
in an attribute, cannot 
successfully update data 
unless I add it by myself. I’m 
not sure if I should do that

Unable to upload large files, 
so I’ll have to break it up, 
creating more files and 
potentially lead to user 
errors.

Data Aggregation

Feed into myDrill PLR, RBR

PLR, RBR

Pricing strategies

Pricing strategies

Load data into tableus
MyDriver (Nuro) 

Online Data

Data Extract Tool

Set reminder every 
couple of months

Requested by 
Merchants

Before business 
review, 1-4 times a 
year

PAMT Data Maintainence (Manually Clean Up PAMT DATA)

DATA FLOW

User Defined Attributes(UDA)

Merchant planners and Merchants 
are the closest to the products

Merchant Planner

Sometimes request will be sent to 
vendors to provide data, ad hoc

Vendor

Do what they can
Assortment Planner

Clean up data for APs to eliminate 
usage of UDAs

Governance

IDM DATA need clean up and 
standardisation before we 
can use it. 

Missing Value: N/A

Inconsistent Attributes: Color/Shade

Inconsistent Value: Red/Ruby

Inconsistent Format: 2 inch, 2.0 
inch, 2(1/4)inch (Each merchant has 
their preferred value format)

PAMT DATA Maintenance is a collaborate effort and is a cumbersome task to do

Eliminate errors from the beginning 
of the process instead of correcting 
errors later on. E.g Pre-populate 
field for vendors in IDM

Prevent errors during importing data

Being able to define attributes 
you want to push into myDrill, 
and populate into myDrill table 
filters will be a perfect win.

Difficulty of updating data could be one of 
the root cause of the DATA inconsistency/
inaccuracy in PAMT. There’s no indicators 
of upload success/failure. Some data 
expected to be updated is not there
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PAMT User 
Journey Map

Identify important attributes

JOBS TO BE DONE

CONCERNPAIN

SUBTASK

LEGEND

OPPORTUNITY COLLABORATIVE JOBS

OR

MAJOR PAINPOINTS

Data Management 
Data isn’t well maintained or consistently maintained 
No one formally owns PAMT/PAMT data 
 
Data Quality 
Lack of standardization 
Inaccurate or incomplete data 
Lack of trust in the data 
 
Inefficiency 
System performance 
System Limitations 
Not user friendly 
 
SKU vs. Item 
Misunderstanding of SKU attributes and item attributes 
Poor OMSID to SKU matching logic 
 
Integration 
Disconnect between PAMT and downstream systems 
Disconnect between data format in PAMT and other systems  
Lack of transparency with IDM 

IDM SKU 
Authoring

PAMT

Merchant PlannerSupplier

Supplier

SKU Attributes

UDAs: 
SKU Attributes 
Item Attributes

Item Attributes

Merchant Planner
Assortment Planner

Data Replication 
EDW - Google BigQuery

MyDrill

VendorDrill

AMT

Private Brands

Nuro

MyPrice/mPulse


Export 
Excel 

CSV

PAMT allows users to author their own versions of 
IDM and SKU data to feed downstream analytics 
systems. Users may decide to use existing IDM 
and SKU attributes or make their own copies. 

Line structure analysis


Line structure analysis


Data Consumption 

Data Consumption Attribute Maintainence
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